
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dear abc ji :  

It would be a pleasure for us to 
be able to help you with your order. 

 

WE are updating he birth time /the impact on 
various aspects of the report in depth again for 

your benefit/ 

 

Your Birth & Other details: 

 

Your Complete Life & Horoscope or Kundli 
Analysis & Predictions-Report 

 

Your Complete Life & Horoscope Or 
Kundli Analysis & Predictions 



 

Your Lagan & Navamsa Horoscope Details: 

 
 
 
 

Your 

Horoscope Details: 

 

Your Complete Life & Horoscope Or Kundli 
Analysis & Predictions-Report 

 

<br> 

email id 

abx@ymail.com 

Month of birth 

5 

dob 

3 

year of birth 

1977 

time of birth 

first name 

abc 



middle name 

 

last name 

X 

minutes of birth 

51 

hour of birth 

0 

place of birth 

kanpur 

State 

Uttar Pradesh 

country 

India    

Saturn x mars 

dow= Thursday= 3 

   

Your Horoscope 

 
 



 

 



 
 

Shadabala tables 
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Your 12 Houses Analysis & Predictions. 
 
 

 

FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:  

.  

. This house basically covers matters related to 

your personality, looks, attitude, temperament 
and basic strength of your horoscope. 
 

LORD = MERCURY 

 Highly ambitious nature and may not be easily 

satisfied. This has to be bridled with Yoga and 

meditation. 

 There is an element on domination in you over 

people around. 

 Your good will power would help you do so. 

  You are intelligent and have a brilliant mind 

 You have good writing and communication skills 

 You could be craft at speech and fickle in nature 

 Strange experiences in marriage . 

 You are athletic and have good dexterity 

 You can critically analyze situations. 

 You should avoid being ungrateful and deceitful 

 You will generally be successful. But avoid going 

beyond bounds  as such. 
Also 

  You could also be independent, ambitious, well liked 

and wealthy 

 You could have interest in ancient cultures(includes 

astrology and other occult sciences) and have much 

wisdom 



 You could have interest in religion and mysticism 

 You could have love for pets and animals and be 

courageous 

 You could have a beautiful, magnetic and clean, well 

formed body 

 You have good karma, could have OK  marriage or 

issues  and may have success in foreign lands 
 

ras nadi 

 
     Mars1 

venus1    mars2 
jupiter' mercury 
     venus2     

 You would be  talented and could master of 
many trades. You  have good leadership 

qualities and command respect from a large 
set of people.  

 Could be an asset to any team or family  or 

people You  work for.  
 You  have the talent and could be  

accomplished & are also lovers of luxury and 

comfort/decorations.  
 Generally pious or religious and respect 

authorities or Office or family    abiding.    
 You are   also fortunate and lucky. You  could 

be more educated and have a happy   life. 



 Your horoscope suggest a possibility to easily 
become   could easily become heads in the 

team or family  You  work for. 
 You  are very good at presentation or 

presenting matters  and could also be good 

at promotion of any stuff.  
 You  love luxury- so there might be need to 

push You  out of Your  comfort zone/. 
 Generally from affluent families. The will 

sooner or later go for much better money 

earning bracket in life . 
 

 As mercury is strong so gives you good 

intelligence and ability to think. 
 

 As  your first bhava lord mercury  is in 4th 
bhava, you will get happiness from parents. 
You May have a larger extended family.  

 You will acquire property and land especially 
through your maternal side. You will be rich 
and happy and may have multiple 

conveyances. 
 
. In general this ascendant helps in good  or 

above average education. It might also mean 
getting educated at a personal level all over life . 

This gives good relative analytical abilities. 
Generally helps to keep the looks young . 

 One should try to avoid worrying nature. 

Also restlessness should be avoided at any 
cost. Business/money might interest you. 

. SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]: 



. This house basically covers matters related to 
your family life, speech, thinking patters and 

accumulation of wealth, success in investments, 
income source and general level of affluence. 
 

LORD = MOON 
 

 As moon is strong so you will have fair 
wealth and status and your mother may have 
many sisters. Your eyes would be beautiful. 

 
 As Dhana Bhava Lord or 2nd house lord is in 

Karma Bhava, the you could make you fun 

loving , honourable and learned; one has to 
be discrete in relationships with opposite sex. 

 As Dhana Bhava Lord of the 2nd house lord is 
in Karma Bhava or tenth house, the you have 
to control sexual impulses with low minded 

people(just an indication and may not be 
true),also  makes you honourable and 
learned. Gives you fair enough wealth by 

hard work. 
 .Manners and speech could be very sensitive 

and emotional in nature .There could be 

fluctuations in family relationships .and also 
status . 

  In general you might be able to save money 
. But might spend it as well . You could be 
generally truthful . But more on the 

diplomatic side. 
. THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to 

your initiative, courage, competition, 



communications ability, siblings, friends and other 
associates. 

 
LORD = SUN 
 

 As sun is fair  so helps in initiative for you. 
  It makes your younger siblings  fearless and 

respected by state or the government. 
 Jupiter here in 3rd bhava is good and gives 

optimism to initiatives and behaviour. One 

could turn a bit philosophical as well.  
 Your brothers might be more(just an 

indication) and good. One has to avoid 

becoming a miserly and also should love the 
family.  

 Gains from siblings are there. Helps your wife 
as well. so would shiva japam help you. 

 Very good for career success- so pukhraaj or 

yellow sapphire would help you. 
 There could be health issues and heat in 

body. One may have friends and one needs 

to have more gratitude.  
 At times One may adapt too much to 

conventionalities and not be able to take full 

advantage of opportunities. 
 

 All things that are uncertain will not be there 
and you will have a fairly happy life and may 
take interest in music as well. 

 
 As the 3rd house lord is in 4th house. This 

gives you great initiative , though with some 

fluidity in behaviour, innovation and initiative 



as well. The 3rd lord in 4th gives fair richness 
and happiness in life. Yes issues with life 

partner are possible. 

 
 You could have a lot of travel ( kindly note 

Saturn is with moon and shares energy of 
sun in the Horoscope), plus at a relatively 
younger age you might take up spiritual 

practises or at least keener interest in the 
same. Jupiter as such is fairly strong for you 

 
 You might also start many new things or take 

initiatives of new things. You could do well in 
basic research of anything. 

 
 Writing or becoming an author of anything 

could come naturally to you. 

 
 Some trouble through kid is there, doing 

gayatri japam would help. 

 
 You would solve problems smartly with your 

clever communication and strategy in life.:) 

 
 Always focussed on improving luck and yes 

focus on dharma is also there. 

 
 By your cleverness  you will manage people 

well. 

 
 

 . This could make you very powerful and 

courageous at times . Your intellect could be 



sharp . Also you could attain good 
professional status . Also your ambitions 

could be high .  
 You will generally earn money by self effort . 

Also tend to be more self reliant . Your 

attachment to others might be average. 
 If in case you think and individual is not fair 

for you- you might immediately let him/her 
go.  

 You might do better off than your brothers 

and sisters . 
  Try to control vengeful and excitable nature 

. Also try to avoid vanity . You also might 

have frequent journeys 
. FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]: 

. This house basically covers matters related to 
your parents, domestic harmony and the level of 
happiness in life. 

 
LORD = MERCURY 
 

 As mercury is strong enough so gives you 
good intelligence/name and fame and you 
would know good number of languages and 

proper gains from mother is there. 
  Good for studies or academic. 

 
 Sun is malefic and also 4th bhava is house of 

mind, so sun here could make you worried 

and not very happy at times.  

 



 But gives respect or some gains from 
siblings. You will work hard, have good name 

and money. 

 
 But it gives you smarter communication 

skills, courage and ability to lead. You can 
influence others and would be known in your 
circles as well. 

 
 You  may roam a lot from his home as 4th 

bhava represents the home as well. 

 
  There could be some inheritance. There 

could be interest in occult and philosophy as 
discussed earlier. As 4th house represents 

image and so sun here does not give great 
image in politics. 

 

 As mercury the planet of education and 
maths/computers/accountancy is in 4th 
house of mind and public image- one may 

gain well in education line or anything to do 
with maths/accountancy/computers(yes you 

are in this line , but sure could excel in 
others as well) and also education line. 

 
 Also mercury good for your property and 

assets etc. so would it give you fair linking 
for fun.  

 
 That could mean study by self or self learning 

as well.  

 



 You could have been born in well to do family 
and you could also make addition to family 

assets by your fertile intellect. 

 
 Aspect of strong mercury on Saturn and 10th 

house sort of suggest a strong inclination 
towards communication, computers, IT and 
mathematics or computation of some for in 

some cases. 
 Generally you are  held with good respect by 

others. There could be a good taste for music 

and other fine arts as mercury rules the 
creative signs of 3(Gemini) and also 6(Virgo) 
and influence the mind. 

 One would have a good conveyance in 
general. One would also travel to distant 

countries and also would be witty in speech 
as mercury the karaka of speech is in 
Kendra. 

 
 As 4th bhava lord is in 4th bhava, this could 

make the you inclined towards religion and 

you would respect family traditions as such. 
It can give you basic richness, respect & 

happiness and sensuality. 
 

 . You might get engaged in amassing wealth 

at times . There is chance that retaining the 
same might be difficult for you at times . You 
are intelligent and can establish good rapport 

with people.  

 



 Try to see that your openness is not misused 
and you get in touch with not so ethical 

people. You might have interest and leaning 
toward magic  or mystical things . 

 
 It  Gives a respectable mother . Gives fairly 

decent education . You might have large 
circle of friends. Avoid translating negative 

thoughts into action. 

 
 Yoga would help to balance this prana. 

. FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]: 

. This house basically covers matters related to 
your children, status and creative powers. 

 
LORD = VENUS 
 

 AS Venus is weak the kids need care. Wealth 
issues may come up. 

 Doing Mata Gayatri japam  along with shiva 

japam would help you a ton and most of your 
problems on this front  would subside.  

 
 As ketu is in the 5th bhava your children 

need care as ketu functions like mars or 

mangal. 
 It also gives trouble through kids but your 

patience and ability to fight back with 
troubles would give you some basic success 
for sure.:) 

 strange emotions and feeling possible and 
trouble to stomach is possible. 



  One may get inclined to spiritual matters 
later in life. 

 
 As 5th bhava is in third bhava and is fair so 

gives kids and also good relationship with 

brothers. One may have more focus on 
relationships, even if outside ones. 

 
 . Generally a OK  family life . Also generally 

lucky in terms of having kids. Might have 

relatively fair  interest in formal education . 
Your interest mind be spouse/children and 
money .  

 You might lose interest in higher values of 
life  at times. 

 You might want to get personal glory for self- 
so that you could be a hero for the family 
and society. Good intellect . But at times 

perceptions might be affected .  
 Take good care of your children’s health. 

There might be more than average fondness 

of power and authority . Try to exercise it in 
the best manner 

. SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]: 

 . This house basically covers matters related 
to your enemies, health problems, debts, 

obstructions and service to others. 
LORD = MARS 

 Mars here and lord ship of the 11th bhava 

makes you a bit  aggression prone. 
 . 

 



 Mars in 6th bhava makes you  very 
passionate and ambitious/ also victorious 

plus a successful politician or leaders. 

 
 By lot of hard work you will have gains. You 

will also control your opposition or enemies 
well.  

 
 Follow dharma also well and let not passion 

impact the same. 

 
 Heat in stomach and  intestines need more 

care. 
 

 As 6th bhava lord is in 6th bhava. You might 

have many cousins. Your maternal uncle 
could be famous or better known. 

 . There could be some issues with sexual 

issues. You might also have to stay away 
from home land for a long time. You might 

also have to stay away from guilt of any 
kind.  

 
 There could be conflicting thoughts which 

should be resolved with YOGA. Might get 
occasionally into debts . Ensure no one takes 
advantage of your friendly  nature . Yes, 

enemies could be there . Some could be 
lifelong ones. There are chances of periodical 

illness. 
. SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]: 



. This house basically covers matters related to 
your marriage, partnerships and all other 

relationships. 
 
LORD = JUPITER 

 
 A  fair  Jupiter would give you good honours 

from the government and promises fair 
enough job for you. 

 

 The seventh lord being in the third house may 

mean the brothers are lucky and  you may move  

around in distant lands  as seventh bhava deal 

with foreign lands. 
 

 

 . Avoid any sorrowful taste in life- but 
working on this relationship . Your partner 
could be respectable. Try to build up more 

warmth .  
 Try to be more psychologically compatible.  
 Your partner might have non traditional 

preferences . Make effort to reduce the 
conflict . You might marry fine  . But chance 

of plurality of marriages or relationships is 
there 

 . There is a discount on your domestic 

happiness 
. EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to 

unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, 
unearned wealth, sudden losses of wealth and 

also property and luck. 



 LORD = SATURN Saturn gives fair results in 
its periods- just above average. 

 A fair  Saturn here gives longevity 
 

 As the 8th bhava lord is in the 10th bhava , 

you will have uphill  progress in career. So 
every inch is hard-earned.  

 
 There could be obstacles and problems in 

career matters.  

 

 There is a chance your subordinates may 
supersedes you at times and you may not 
get the due of your true merit(This is just an 

indication). One has to remain honest 
always.  

 

 
 . You might get more interested in religion 

some time .actually your desire to know and 

intellectualize about religion and occult 
knowledge could be high after the age of 60. 

  Inclinations towards learning are also there. 
You might rise from person considerations to 
consideration of the society . 

  Selfishness should be avoided. Long life is 
indicated . Try to avoid unhappiness caused 
due to Saturn- just be happy  

 Do Yoga and donate more. Simple ;) 
. NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]: 

. This house basically covers matters related to 
your level of luck, length of marital life, interest in 



religion interest in religion & spirituality and level 
of morality. spirituality and level of morality. 

 LORD = SATURN 
 As Saturn is fair  so fair  for  longevity and 

gains for foreign lands 

 
 The 9th lord in the 10th bhava You  fairly 

famous. 

 
 Also makes your powerful and you  may have 

positions of honour or respect. Much wealth 

would be earned and luxury and comfort 
would be there. 

 

  You would follow generally an ethical path 
and earn through the right means. 

 

 . This gives good spiritual advancement . Life 
will propel you to more spiritual goals . You 
might realize the supremacy of higher 

pleasure-like spirituality . 
  You would grow in all sense. Of spirit . Some 

religious thought could be there . You could 

be charitable . There might be some 
differences with father. Inheriting father’s 

property might have some problems. 
. TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to 

your career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, 
your authority and name. 
 

LORD = JUPITER 
 



  A fair  Jupiter gives gain in career and 
expansion of career and gains from the 

government. 
 

 Moon in the 10th bhava(10=1+0=1= sun 

and capability of the sign Aries=1)  

 
 Makes You  religious, wealthy and bold here 

as moon sits in the Kendra now. There would 
be a fair chance of success in work you take 
up. 

 
 Moon here gives sukha, money and good 

name and gains from father in some sense 

for sure. So does it help your assets. 

 
 You will have a good enough professional 

placement at a relatively earlier age. Yes you 

could hold top management positions as 
well( as already confirmed by you ). But 

sure it is evident in the chart as well. 

 
 Medicine and hospitality sector could help 

you , so could you gain well in properties as 

well , if you care to invest. 

 
 Good for getting wealth and good things in 

life. This generally You  helpful and virtuous. 
 moon here makes you somewhat  

knowledgeable in ancient subjects and also 

astrology as Jupiter( strong due to your birth 
energies) deals with ancient subjects. 

 



 Saturn is in the 10th house. As the tenth 
house has a partial ruler ship of Saturn. 

Saturn here You  rich. The person may work 
for the downtrodden people(This will come 
sooner or later in life ).  

 
 Good house and family structure in general 

 
 Yes your expenditures would be high. You 

may would get good name and fame with 
your hard work and planning abilities. 

 You  could visits sacred rivers and shrines. 
The career may have sudden elevation and 
depression as well at times. 

 As Karma Bhava Lord or 10th lord is in Sahaj 
Bhava, the you could be enjoy happiness 
from brothers and servants, be valorous, 

virtuous, eloquent and truthful. 
 As suggested all this earlier as well. 

 

 . Could incline you towards religion . Could 
make you to preach to people towards 

conventional religion .You may want to work 
for a cause . You may not be satisfied with 
work which is without a cause .  

 
 You might become more religious and 

orthodox as age advances.  

 

 Saturn helps you to work well for labour 
intensive projects.  it could also help you 
work for government or get government 



related projects. Over all good professional 
success. 

 
 You might have to work very hard on the 

professional front . You could do well in 

advisory capacity . Like lawyers and 
secretaries or consultants. 

. ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]: 

. This house basically covers matters related to 
your gains and inflows from various sources. 
LORD = MARS 

 One has to control anger 
 

 As rahu is in the eleventh bhava or house- 

one may get distinction in armed forces like 
navy and army.  

 
 You could become famous wealthy and 

learned. You might have a few children, you 
may earn wealth in foreign countries as rahu 

rules the foreign lands and eleventh bhava is 
for wealth. 

 

  Also you will have to guard on ear infections 
as eleventh bhava is a malefic so is rahu and 
so is the third bhava for ears. 

 
 As 11th bhava lord is in the 6th bhava, so 

you may gain from maternal relatives and 

also from litigations or hospitals or nursing 
homes.  

 



 . Earning is fine- but it might come at times 
in a hard way. You might generally work as 

an employee . Even if your job is routine- 
don’t mind the same. But you should play 
active roles to get the best in life. Your 

interest could be in social life .  

 
 Avoid much indulgence in sensual pleasures . 

Let the projections of personality be humble 
and pleasing in nature . You might earn well 
in life . Often more than you expect . 

. TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA]. 

. This house basically covers matters related to 
sexual desires & their fulfilments, losses, 

expenses, travel to other countries and events 
beyond your control. 

 
 LORD = VENUS 
 As lord is Venus so you would manage 

worldly matters , but there could be an 
element of dissatisfaction as well. You may 
be always working hard to solve this 

disconnect or dissatisfaction. 
  You have to be careful to align with your 

spiritual goals to life than to drift in the 
material goals due to Venus or shukra. 

 

 As the 12h bhava lord is in the 3rd, there 
could be timidity and quietness as well in 
behaviour at times. Brother’s health and well 

being affected.  

 



 . You might engage in material pursuits . But 
you might feel dissatisfaction of existing 

conditions. You might try to improve our 
circumstances , But improvement might not 
always be there .  

 
 Try to balance things with spirituality- than 

focusing only on material goals. You know 

how to enjoy life .  

 
 Spending habits might be at extremes . At 

times you might spend large amounts easily . 

Other time you might haggle for small about 
of money 

 
 Kindly NOTE: If more depth in above 12 

house analysis is needed on could opt for 
other reports n Divisional charts or Lal Kitab 

based advanced reports, if interested. 

 
 https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-

kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-

money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-
children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-

sex-salvation/ 

 
  

COMING MAJOR PLANETARY PERIODS(4 

periods are discussed )- General and Specific 
Effects Both Given 

https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 Rahu Dasa ends on the date Nov 2039

 
 Jupiter  Dasa ends on the Date Nov 2055



 Saturn   Dasa ends on the Date Nov 2074



 

 Mercury  Dasa ends on the Date Nov 2091

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 Your Karma equation = 1)75% of your 

destiny(pre ordained and determined by 
systems like Vedic astrology)



 PLUS



 2) 25%(Your effort and Free will-
determined by systems like Prashna 
Astrology and yet some unknown factors.

 Every dasha predictions is checked by basic 

nadi/transit interactions at the back end to 
ensure maximum events are handled. Yes to 

get more details of transits, one needs to go for 
specific reports



 

 
 

 BONUS  Given in the End dates-  

 apart  from the Dasha periods, in many a points we 

have given yearly delineation as well for your 

maximum help. 
  Rahu  Dasa ends on the Nov 2039

 



Overview of Rahu Dasha: 

 Rahu is in the 11th bhava or house. 

 You might get sudden  recognition in office. It is a 

time when organized hard work would pay.  

 You might focus on high gains and not satisfied 

with low ones now .:) in the process you may use 

many strategies. 

 Connection with friends and siblings needs more 

care. 

 Your might take some very daring initiatives in 

regard to personal and professional relationships 

or taking up new projects as such. Think and act. 

 You may also take up initiatives to learn astrology 

Yoga Ayurveda and occult. 

 Sexual conduct and love matters need to be 

discreet. Yes many unexpected encounters could 

be there in circles around. or people known to you. 

(as confirmed me but astrologically the thirst for 

vedic knowledge and these activities could also 

grow). 

 Kid’s health needs more care. Helping them do 

Yoga & mediation  would help. 

 Unexpected happening on kid’s front in October 

2022 and 2023 could be there. But shiva and 

ganesha japam would solve all matters. not to 

worry. 

 Some unexpected surprises, more  & unplanned 

foreign travels possible. 

 also 

 Take care as things may suddenly turnaround at 

office and home front. 

 Money flow may not be very good all the times- 

but sudden changes could be expected 



 Relationships have to be guarded with stability- 

too much of restrictions could be a source of 
trouble 

 

 

-  
- End dates of dasha 

-  

 

 Sun = Health needs care and maintain your 

image. Father needs care 



 Moon = Avoid rash decisions now. Think and 

then act 

 Jupiter = Interest in occult/religion could grow 

 Rahu = Follow the conventions and not to rebel. 

 Mercury = Education needs care and so does 

decision making in jobs.. You have think and 

then connect to right  people. 

 2031, fun and outings are there. So is some 

emotional stress at family front. 

 But your knowledge and spiritual efforts would 

grow for sure now. 

 Venus = Avoid indiscreet conduct and take care 

of mother. 

 2036= avoid indiscreet behaviour or excess fun. 

 2035 due to 12th house ruelrship stress and 

issues and delays and unexpected matters may 

come to fore. You could also travel aboard. 

 Ketu = Lot of events and changes and  actions 

could be there. Travel is a possibility 

 2033 some stress due to kid could be there. 

Donation to temples would solve matters. 

 Saturn = you may travel to foreign lands. Your 

mind could be a bit stressed out now. 

Unexpected gains could be there. 

 2027 = time for more opportunities, business 

and travel. 

 2028 = health and family may need care. But 

over all OK for money and name. Plus sure for 

career as well. 

 Mars = Unexpected gains and great passion for 

dharma could be there. Yoga is needed for good 

memory. 

 2039 = good for professional success and gains 



 Jupiter = Good gains. More focus on dharma or 

religion ,affluence is there. 

 2025 especially you will focus more on dharma 

and spirituality , plus also have good gains in 

family and otherwise as well. 
 



 

. CAREER: 

. You might have gains in terms of money at this time 

.Also expect sudden reversals in situations at office 

. You could expect that an organized effort would yield 

better dividends 

.    You may have to travel for work related matters 

. Avoid any kind of lethargy creeping into work 

. Your boldness at work would pay off. 

. FINANCE: 

.   Possible Boost up in income and financial status 

.   There could be times when there is restriction of 
money flow as well. 

. Earlier savings and investments will be fruitful for you. 

. You may expect sudden gains and losses  

. You should secure yourself from any legal matters. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

. There could be problems on the marital front 

. Learn trusting each other more 

. Recognition will improve your social value. 



. Avoid any kind of mistrust from any side. 

. CHILDREN: 

. Some happiest occasion will make you pleased. 

. Your kid’s health needs to be protected- a constant vigil 
would help. 

. Ensure that they are positive and optimistic all the time. 

. The key is to maintain a good psychological bent of 
mind. 

. HEALTH: 

. Different ailments in this period. 

. Gastric troubles and indigestion will disturb your regular 
life. 

. Earlier problem may be increase- a constant vigil on the 
health problems is suggested. 

. So conscious about food and traveling in entire period. 

. Take special care of mental health in terms of keeping 
yourself open and healthy. 

- Suggestions and Remedies 

Donate to old age homes 

- Special Comments 

- Follow the ethical path, foreign travels could be 

there. 



-  

 

  Jupiter Dasha ends on the 3 June 2066 

 

Overview of Jupiter dasha 

 Stronger connections with siblings and short 

pilgrimages would increase now.2043 especially 

and to some extent 2041. 

 Your fun and may be some interest in wring and 

music could grow. 

 Vedic music and vedic sciences  could interest you 

more now. 

 You may also study and counsel people more. 

 You will develop more of your wisdom and 

counselling nature. 

 Wife health can improve . 

 So also good for job as such. 

 You will connect deeply and strongly to dharma. 



 Plus your philosophical outlook towards dharma 

would also grow a lot. 

 Travels to distant lands would also be on a  high. 

 You may work for longer time in distant lands now. 

 Money flows is also good and so is the connection 

in social circles. 

 You would gain in love and respect in the office. 

Your career could expand and you would get 
opportunity to grow. 

      Your money/income could increase. You may feel a 
new influx in your love life 

You might have outings  and fun this time 

 

 
End dates of planetary period given 



 

Jupiter in sign and placement effects. 

 

 Sun = Great gains and position 

 2050= lot of new challenges would be there for 

you.:) so would there be a lot of work. 

 Moon = your interest in dharma would grow in 

leaps and bounds now 

 Jupiter = Interest in occult/religion could grow 

 2041= new initiatives on dharma is there. 

 You will read a lot now. 

 2040= a real time when you could read a lot of 

vedic literature.:) also connect to people of 

dharma. 

 Rahu = Follow the conventions and not to rebel. 

 2055= Family and kids health needs care. 

Relationships with friends and well wishers 

needs care. Fights could come in  



 Mercury = Fair enough, fights in family life but 

divine protection. 

 2046= family health and peace needs more care 

now. 

 2045 time for gains in carer and changes and lot 

of work. 

 Venus = you may express yourself in arts and 

also build mansions. 

 Ketu = strong interest in occult possible. 

 2047 = you will get deep into spiritual or 

dharma practises. 

 Saturn = Great gains and foreign travels for 

you. 

 2044= tough time and unexpected problems to 

do with luck or operations could be there. 

 2043= fair enough time for social and 

professional growth and family care. 

 2042= some stress in mind for family and 

career. 

 Mars = You may work practical on doing things 

to do with dharma Great action by you may gain 

n job. 
 

· CAREER: 

· Your career would expand in this time significantly 

. You will encounter situations to do the same 

. You will have ample enthusiasm in the office 

. There could be lot of meetings with new people in the 
office environment 



. Avoid worry due to over work or over ambition  at work 
place. 

. Your interests towards religion would increase and that 
would help you professionally as well. 

. Your position in career and your reputation at work will 
go through many challenges during these years. 

. Also your sphere of influence would improve. 

. You will very much enjoy this part of life due to achieve 
honour and prestige.  

· FINANCE: 

· Income will increase in general. 

. You could expect new sources of income being created  

. Investments in this period should give good returns 

· Excessive expenses need to avoided in this time  

· You could lend money , but with proper protection of 
your interests  

. · LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Fun in love and married life would increase 

· You may have many outings and pleasure trips at this 

time 

. Falling into new affairs is not ruled out. 



. Your relationship would grow warmer and would fructify 
better in this time 

. Your interest in dharma would greatly help to enhance 
the relationship. 

 

· HEALTH: 

· Health should be fine, but worry needs to be kept at 
bay. 

· Ailments more to do with nervous disorders are possible 

· If you will have to take general precautions to take care 

of not taking much stress 

 

 
 

 

 Saturn   Dasa ends on the Date Nov 2074

 Overview of Saturn dasha 

 The interest of dharma you developed in Jupiter 

period plus the philosophy would grow stronger and 



you may start doing something more tangible for the 

same. 

 You may also build temples now or some NGO 

for dharma.:) 

 Unexpected issues in home and career possible. 

 Drive well now or ride cars safely ;). 

 Gains from foreign lands continue and so does 

travel. As in Jupiter period. 

 Heart , mental stress problems and skin needs 

more care now. Naturally and otherwise. 

 Health and longevity of life partner needs more 

care. 

 Expected success in career after struggle. work 

pressure might also be there. Family problems may 

crop up. Try to maintain your optimism. 

 Money would be there- but expect delays in 

what you deserve 

 There might be some coldness in the love life 
and also in office life. 

 

 End dates of Saturn dasha 




o Sun = Your health and vitality need care. Loss 

of position is there 

o 2066 = work pressures would be high. Heart 

health needs more care now. 

o Shiva japam needed. 

o Moon = depression has  to be avoided. 

o  2068 = new challenges and unexpected mental 

stress or work is there for you. 

o Some gains in career would also be there. 

o Jupiter = You may turn highly philosophical and 

religious. 

o 2074 = you will get into deeper self, with more 

dharma and spirituality. 

o You may prefer to stay alone now. 

o Rahu = Follow the conventions and not to rebel 

with kids. A Lot of hard work and problems. 

o 2072 = mental stress, travel and exposure is 

also there. 



o 2071 = unexpected events and stress is there. 

Luck may not be supportive now. 

o Mercury = Think and then act. You my study 

les. Not a great time for career or family. 

o 2061 = family health needs care, so is outings 

there for you. 

o Your name and family fame would grow. 

 

o Venus = Take good care for harmony at home. 

o Ketu = gains could be impacted. Be positive. Yes 

you may turn more GOD wards. 

o Saturn = You may travel to foreign lands. 

Stress and depression be avoided. Gains could 

be here. 

o 2058= more connections on family front. But 

health would need care. 

o 2057 = work is worship now , you form new 

alliances may be in distant lands. 

o Mars = Very eventful and hard. Take care to 

follow dharma well. 

o 2069 = mental stress is there and so is travel 

there. Stomach health needs care. 



· CAREER: 

· Your career would expand and you could expect good 
amount of effort 

. There could be delays in what you deserve on the 
professional front 

. Your delivering work in a discipline fashion would deliver 
good results 



. Expect some coldness or roughness at the office 
environment 

. Avoid stress due to overwork 

. Your interests towards philosophy could increase in this 

time 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should steadily increase 

· But more decent control on expenses is needed 

· Investments on lands should work fine at this time 

· Expenses on family health problems could be there 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationship- this 

would help you to avoid discord 

. Avoid any differences cropping up due to overwork 

. Inclination towards philosophy will give satisfaction and 
gladness in your life. 

. There could be separations from loved ones due to work  

. Take special care of your spouse’s health  

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments  



· Special care for nerve related problems or problems like 
common cold bronchitis-problems to do with phlegm. 

· Vitality could decline with this period. 

· Take special care of vata(stress) related problems 

Suggestions and Remedies 

- Donate to old age homes 

- Donate to poor people 

Special Comments 

- may be a bit hard but doing the above upayas 

would keep all things in order. 

 



 Mercury  Dasa ends on the Date Nov 2091

 Overview of Mercury  dasha 

 Mercury strong in 4th, so good for your family 

and image. 

 Your will do more intellectual exploration of 

shastras and vedic stuff now. 



 You will get good name and so would your 

travels or short ones be there. 

 You will take discreet initiative for dharma and 

bring in harmony in your home or extent your home. 

 But the desire to explore life would be very 

strong in you. 

 2081 could be an year of your discreet focus on 

matters to explore.  

 So could year 2079  be of dharma exploration 

etc.  

 You could construct temples or do some 

religious work as well in this time. 

 2077 you may get some recognition for your 

work. 

  Expect quick changes on the office front. New 

opportunities might come up to your advantage. 

Money flow could improve. The key to success is 

better communications 

 In personal relationship also – try to maintain 
communication. 

Relationship might have some ups and downs 

 



 End dates of Mercury dasha 

 

 

 Sun = Your health and vitality would be better. 

Gain in position and change of place possible. 

 2081= new opportunities and fun. You will take 

new initiatives in all areas of your life. 

 Moon = too much of stress and changes could 

be there. depression has to be avoided. 

 2083 = more a time of inner reflection and 

change and change of strategy of life or career 

or actions. 

 Jupiter = Good for studies and money matters. 

You may turn highly philosophical and religious. 

 2089 = you may try new spiritual philosophies . 

unexpected happening at karma and 



relationships front could take you more towards 

dharma. 

 Rahu = You have to think and act now. Money 

needs care and so does kids. 

 2086 = new challenges and unexpected 

problems and mental stress. 

 2085 = health needs special care. Lot of people 

may come and meet you this time. 

 Mercury = Think and then act. You could get 

good money. Great time for career or family. 

 2077 = new challenges and unexpected stress 

could be there. 

 Venus = Family and responsibilities need more 

care at your end. Take good care for harmony at 

home. 

 2081 = new changes 

 Ketu = Money matters and studies could be 

impacted. Children need more care. 

 2078= mental stress and travels could be there. 

 Saturn = Children may get more disciplined. 

You may study more philosophical books now. 

Stress and depression be avoided.  

 2091 = health needs special care of self and 

family. 

 Mars = Very eventful and hard time. Mind has 

to be kept peaceful. Think and then act a 

children need proper care. 

 2084= work is worship. Lot of stress due to this. 

More connection with people. 

 2083= time to reflect and replan work and life. 

· CAREER: 



· Expect good amount of changes and opportunities 
coming your way in the career. 

. There could be quick changes in situations on the office 
front 

. Success would come by better communications 

. You may find yourself improving in your versatility to 
work and deliver in the office environment 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should improve in general 

· More decent control on expenses is needed. 

· Investments should do well in this period 

. The return on investments should be well thought over 
in this period to ensure better returns. 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· There could be fluctuations in the relationships 

. Ensure that the fluctuations don’t affect the relationship 

. Travel, change and outings could add to the pep of life 
in this period 

. Use of discrimination in relationships would greatly help 

to improve the same  

· CHILDREN: 

. Children would do well in this time academically 



. It would be a good time for them to build up better 
communication skills 

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments 

 · Illness could become serious  during this period. 

· Take care of Vata/Stress related problems at this time 

- Suggestions and Remedies 

Donate pencils/books/rubber and note books to poor kids 

and also would be well now and later. 

- Special Comments 

- special tabs on health of family and also drive with 

care, 

 

BONUS for you- remedies that would help you 
in Better life. 

 

Yantra for mars in gold in the sun finger on Tuesday 
is suggested. 

 



Also yantra for mercury is suggested. 

 

 Help your younger brothers
 Prayer and meditation every morning
 Being kind to servants
 Try to be forgiving
 & patient
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 VEDIC Astrology and NADI Astrology work as 

complementary system in tandem. 

  So to get a More detailed, 1+1 Backup & 

comprehensive  predictions for Life. 

 The Power of NADI ASTROLOGY has also to be 

unleashed. 

 So for coming 20 Years NADI predictions we 

provide Advanced NADI Report. 

  -  Covers all CORE transits of Rahu, Ketu, Saturn, Jupiter for coming 20 

years. Giving you very granular & Accurate  details  

 - Covers a Parallel Backup system of Core Nadi as well for Cross checking    

Matters for better results 
 - Many more features that could baffle you.  

 If Interested, Kindly feel free Let us know at 

 astrozing.combu2@gmail.com 
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